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Good disease tolerance.  One of the largest Marigold varieties.

Inca II Yellow    

Dwarf African Marigold for landscape and containers. Big, tightly petaled blooms on
sturdy stems. 

Taishan Orange    

Dwarf African Marigold for landscape and containers. Big, tightly petaled blooms on
sturdy stems. 

Taishan Yellow    

This striking British bred variety has unique, lemon yellow blooms; a colour never
seen before in French Marigolds. The short, branching plants have a neat uniform
habit that is ideal for planting en masse. Marigold 'Alumia Vanilla Cream' gives a
superb garden performance, flowering over a long period and attracting pollinating
insects to its blooms. 

Alumia Vanilla Cream    

Tagetes patulaMarigold - French    

Semi-dwarf French type.  Floriferous, yellow, 2 inch blooms. Good shelf life, very
uniform in habit and flowering time. 

Boy Yellow    
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Medium-large single flowers pop with color early and then go on to become a solid
mass of color that lasts all season long. 

Disco Bright Yellow    

Early, compact dwarf Marigold with double anemone shaped flowers.  Marigolds
make a great garden border as they attract beneficial insects and can repel pests,
helping your food crops to thrive!

Safari Bolero    

Early, compact dwarf with double anemone shaped flowers.

Safari Mix    

A double flowered French Marigold, Safari Red does well in gardens with blooms
throughout the summer.  Pick off the spent buds after bloom to encourage continuous
color.  

Safari Red    

Red petals with a golden-yellow border.  Good weather tolerance and garden
performer.  Double anemone flower shape.  

Safari Tangerine    
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Early, compact dwarf with double anemone shaped flowers.

Safari Yellow    

This little flower packs a punch with its growing habit and its fragrance! Great for the
edge of the garden and doubles as both filler and foliage! Tiny single flowers literally
cover the compact mounds of fern-like foliage.   

Lemon Gem    

Tagetes tenuifoliaMarigold - Signet    

Bite sized to use as an edible garnish or in the flower bouquet.  Great for borders as
well.  Hundreds of petite single flowers cover neat, low mounds of lacy foliage with a
citrusy scent.  

Tangerine Gem    

Masses of tiny yellow blossoms carpet the delicate, creeping foliage of Garden
Freckles Mecardonia. This plant can be used as a ground cover in annual garden beds
or as an addition to mixed containers or hanging baskets. 

Garden Freckles    

Mecardonia grandifloraMecardonia    

One of the most heat-resistant flowers.  Native to Mexico and Central America. 
Named for Tithonia, the lover of Auruora, goddess of dawn.  

Torch    

Tithonia rotundifoliaMexican Sunflower    
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Mix of Superbells White, Superbena Sparkling Amethyst, Superbells Grape Punch

PW Combo Amethyst Dreams    

Mixed xMixed Annuals    

Mix of Superbells Dreamsicle, Chrysocephalum Flambe Yellow, Supertunia Red

PW Combo Backyard BBQ    

Mix of Superbells Tropical Sunrise, Supertunia Honey, Whirlwind Pink Scaevola 

PW Combo Beachside Drive    

Combo of Supertunia Royal Magenta, Supertunia Lovie Dovie, and Superbena
Whiteout. 

PW Combo Blind Love    

Mix of Supertunia Trailing Rose Veined, Alyssum Blushing Princess, and Supertunia
Royal Magenta

PW Combo Boost Of Energy    
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Supertunia Royal Velvet, Euphorbia Diamond Frost, Superbena Large Lilac Blue

PW Combo Glory Days    

Supertunia Royal Velvet, Whirlwind White Scaevola, Superbena Red 

PW Combo Grand Old Flag    

Supertunia Royal Velvet, Supertunia Trailing Blue Veined, Superbena Violet Ice 

PW Combo Lilac Festival    

Mix of Supertunia Mini Vista Indigo, Supertunia Mini Vista Violet Star, and
Supertunia Mini Vista White. 

PW Combo Misty Seas    

Supertunia Raspberry Rush, Goldilocks Rocks Bidens, Superbena Whiteout

PW Combo Rockin Rush    
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Mix of Bidens Goldilocks Rocks, Superbells Tropical Sunrise, and Supertunia Mini
Vista Hot Pink

PW Combo Rum Punch    

PW Combo Sunshine State    

Bidens Goldilocks Rocks, Superbells Coral Sun, Supertunia Royal Velvet

PW Combo Sweet Mango    

Trailing and climbing vine related to the morning glory.  Flowers are all white and
open in the evening with a wonderful scent.  Dark green heart-shaped leaves.  

Moonflower    

Ipomea albaMoonflower    

Novelty introduced in the 1960's.  Bicolor-white with streaks of sky blue.  Swirled
blue pattern on powdery white background.  Full Sun.

Flying Saucers    

Ipomea nilMorning Glory    
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Heirloom morning glory with velvety royal purple & wine red star centered flowers.  

Grandpa Ott    

Vining, climbing morning glory will bloom profusely once established.  Very
impressive old fashioned flower.

Heavenly Blue    

Lustrous white with creamy throat.  Vigorous climber.  

Pearly Gates    

This heirloom blooms before all other morning glories.Vigorous vines are covered
with 2-3" flowers bearing a white throat, deep maroon star and velvety purple corolla.

President Tyler    

Red form of Morning Glory.  Vigorous climber.  

Scarlet O'Hara    
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Unusual creamy-white and green foliage plus all the popular colors.  Bicolored foliage
is great for rock gardens or hangers.  Edible flowers.

Alaska    

Trapoleum majusNasturtium    

Cascading clumps of single, dark-scarlet flowers for hangers and window boxes.  
Edible flowers.

Empress of India    

Most delicious edible flower.  Bright single and double blomos in red, pink, orange
and yellow, held above the light green foliage.  

Jewel Mix    

One of the prettiest nasturtiums.  Petals the shade of a white peach, and the throat of
each flower has a delicate, paw-shaped etching in a contrasting raspberry tint.  'Peach
Melba' is top setting, which means it sets its blossoms above the foliage.  From
Shepherds Seeds.  

Peach Melba    

Cascading clumps of yellow and orange edible flowers. This trailing variety makes an
interesting and delicious addition to hanging baskets and window boxes. 

Trailing    
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A series of top blooming separate colors and mixture.  Flowers are also without the
usual black spur, and consequently are able to sit open-faced, right on the top of the
stems.  Excellent for hanging baskets, rock gardens or flower beds.

Whirlybird Mix    

The light pleasing fragrance that drifts from its deep plum flowers adds to the allure
of this Nemesia bred to bloom throughout the season. Standing 10-18" tall, the
mini-Snapdragon-like blossoms like sun to part shade conditions.

Aromance Mulberry    

Nemesia fruticansNemesia    

The light pleasing fragrance that drifts from its soft mauve flowers adds to the allure
of this Nemesia bred to bloom throughout the season. Standing 10-18" tall, the
mini-Snapdragon-like blossoms like sun to part shade conditions.

Aromance Pink    

Fragrant blooms in blue. A favorite for spring and fall plantings. 

Bluebird    

Three new colours are as bright as their vegetative counterparts! You also get
improved series uniformity, plus more reliable delivery and seed quality.
"Grower-friendly" varieties for premium bedding sales. Branches very well without
pinching to produce bushy plants which fill out fast and full. Ideal for Spring and
Autumn 

Poetry Mix    
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This new deep orange color is a fresh twist on Sunsatia Nemesia. Sunsatia holds its
own in both cool and hot temperatures, and is outstanding in hanging baskets,
combos, and window boxes.

Sunsatia Blood Orange    

A breeding breakthrough.  Award winner. Does well in cool and hot temperatures. 
Great in mixed containers, beds, pots, hangers, and window boxes.  

Sunsatia Coconut    

We saw this in a trial in the summer of 2003 and it looked great all through the
summer and fall.  The most compact habit to date, ever-blooming, and unfazed by sun
or heat. 

Sunsatia Cranberry    

We saw this in a trial in the summer of 2003 and it looked great all through the
summer and fall.  The most compact habit to date, ever-blooming, and unfazed by sun
or heat.   Can take frost to 20F.  

Sunsatia Lemon    

Roller Coaster Hot Pink is a New Guinea Impatiens that offers double blooms in a
vibrant shade of pink that really stand out against the dark foliage. Adds color to your
shaded areas.

Rollercoaster Hot Pink    

Impatiens x New GuineaNew Guinea Impatiens    
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Roller Coaster Red Racer is a New Guinea Impatiens that offers double blooms in a
vibrant shade of red that really stand out against the dark foliage. Adds color to your
shaded areas.

Rollercoaster Red Racer    

Roller Coaster Tangy Taffy is a New Guinea Impatiens that offers double blooms in a
vibrant shade of coral that really stand out against the dark foliage. Adds color to your
shaded areas.

Rollercoaster Tangy Taffy    

Solarscape Voodoo Mix produce vibrant blooms in mixed colors. Best in garden beds
and borders, or in containers and hanging baskets.

Solarscape Mix Voodoo    

Unbeatable color in full sun or shade. Durable plants great for the landscape. 

Solarscape Neon Purple    

Solarscape Orange Burst Impatiens produce vibrant blooms that are deep
coral-orange. Best in garden beds and borders, or in containers and hanging baskets.

Solarscape Orange Burst    
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Vibrant pink satiny blooms cover the mounded plants non-stop all season, adding a
bright and pleasing tropical appeal to the garden.

Solarscape Pink Jewel    

Unbeatable color in full sun or shade. Durable plants great for the landscape. 

Solarscape Salmon Glow    

Unbeatable color in full sun or shade. Durable plants great for the landscape. 

Solarscape White Shimmer    

Sitting atop dark green foliage, this Compact SunPatiens impatiens plant is truly an
extraordinarily appealing sight to behold. The 'SunPatiensr Compact Blush Pink'
Impatiens Plant produces flowers with remarkable heart-shaped petals that blush from
barely pink to highly embarrassed with a bright pink line splitting the petal down the
center.

Sunpatiens Compact Blush Pink    

Vigorous, upright plants with large flowers; great flowering color for sun or shade. 

Sunpatiens Compact Deep Rose    
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Sunpatiens Compact Hot Pink grows well in full sun to full shade. Bright pink
flowers on sturdy, well branched plants. 

Sunpatiens Compact Hot Pink    

Tolerates all weather, Spring through hard frost. Unique varieties love sun as well as
shade. Compact series is bred for small pot production and is resistant to disease.
Exceptional outdoor performance.

Sunpatiens Compact Orange    

Vigorous, upright plants with large flowers; great flowering color for sun or shade. 

Sunpatiens Compact Purple    

Sunpatiens Compact Red grows well in full sun to full shade. Bright red flowers on
sturdy, well branched plants. 

Sunpatiens Compact Red    

Variegated leaves in shades of deep green and yellow provide an illuminated
backdrop for a profusion of showy pink flowers that smother these compact, neatly
mounding plants from spring to fall. Use this showstopper to light up a shady area of
your garden, or set it in a bright spot where sunlight will enhance the color show. 

Sunpatiens Compact Tropical Rose    
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Flower power in your garden all season long! Plant in full sun to full shade - this one
thrives everywhere! Tolerates all weather, from Spring through hard frost. Compact
series is bred for small pot production and is resistant to disease. Exceptional outdoor
performance.

Sunpatiens Compact White    

The perfect patio plant, this eye-catching, non-culinary oregano features large
purple-green bracts, rose flowers and clear, light green foliage, with a delicious
fragrance to attract pollinators.

Kirigami    

Origanum x hybridaOrnamental Oregano    

Akila Lavender Shades African Daisy is covered in stunning lavender daisy flowers at
the ends of the stems from early summer to mid fall. The flowers are excellent for
cutting. It's spiny narrow leaves remain green in color throughout the season. 

Akila Lavender Shades    

Osteospermum x.Osteospermum    

Akila Osteospermum varieties offer such substantial branching early on in their
growth cycle, the result is the compact seed series of Osteo now on the market.
Gardeners love their drought tolerance once established, and the multitude of crisp,
clean flowers that each plant produces. Akila varieties are ideal for both containers
and landscape plantings. 

Akila Mix    

Full, well-branched plants are drought-tolerant once established.
First multicolor segregating mix includes popular colors like yellow, magicians and
rose-reds, as well as purple, lavender, creams and whites.

Akila Mix Grand Canyon    
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Akila Osteospermum varieties offer such substantial branching early on in their
growth cycle, the result is the compact seed series of Osteo now on the market.
Gardeners love their drought tolerance once established, and the multitude of crisp,
clean flowers that each plant produces. Akila varieties are ideal for both containers
and landscape plantings.

Akila Purple    

2-3" Daisy type flowers in sunset shades including rose, orange, salmon and apricot.
Blooms change color as they age. 12-14" mounding habit. 

Akila Sunset Shade    

Gardeners love Akila Daisy White Osteospermum. Drought tolerant once established,
blooms all summer long! Akila varieties are ideal for both containers and landscape
plantings. Requires some deadheading. 

Akila White    

White Osteospermum with purple eye. In the garden, the full, well-branched plants
show off beautiful flowers and are drought tolerant once established. Great choice for
mass plantings and containers. 

Akila White w/Purple Eye    

Gorgeous double Osteopermum with white petals and a fluffy yellow center. 

Bright Lights Double Moonglow    
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This compact Osteospermum has a mounded habit that showcases its large bright
pink blooms. This Osteo is heat tolerant and blooms throughout the season.
Deadheading will encourage more blooms. 

Bright Lights Pink    

Heat tolerant plants with large purple daisy flowers.  Mounded habits really hold the
flowers up for great flower presence.

Bright Lights Purple    

A pure, clear yellow Osteopermum. Great in garden beds or containers. 

Bright Lights Yellow    

Inspired by the colors of Zion National Park in Utah, this collection features
distinctive, novel colors. Large flowers on plants with excellent branching and full,
mounded habits.

Zion Morning Sun    

Colorful funnel shaped blooms on tall stems. Makes an excellent cut flower. 

Bolero Mix    

Salpiglossis sinuataPainted Tongue    
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Interesting cross of species has resulted in an outstanding pansy-viola like plant. 
Compact and free flowering the "Panola" definitely has taken the best of two species. 
Heat tolerant plants with consistently rounded flowers.  Mounded plant habit. 

Panola Mix    

Viola X WittrockianaPanola    

Light blue pansy with distinctive whiskers pattern on a white face. Large blooms. 

Cats Plus Marina    

Viola X WittrockianaPansy    

Pansy Cool Wave is a spreading variety with masses of big, bright 1½- to 2-inch
blooms in 5 brilliant colors, including solid yellow, solid white, two-tone lemon,
white with frosty blue edges, and bicolored white-and-violet. The effect is
electrifying, especially when the blooms arise by the hundred on well-branched,
vigorous, unstoppable plants!

Cool Wave Mix    

Delta series are full flowering and make great bedding plants.  Delta Beaconsfield is a
bicolor lavender and deep purple. 

Delta Beaconsfield    

Popular Delta varieties gives you a jump start on the spring pansy season. With
flowers held upright on short sturdy stems, this series is also extremely weather
tolerant. Delta Premium varieties have been improved for uniformity of plant habit
and flowering window across the range of colors. They are more manageable for the
grower and exhibit less stretching, yet maintain the early and continuous flowering
capacity under low light conditions for which the Delta series is known. Height: 8", 8
to 10" spread.

Delta Blotch Mix    
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Mix of large flowered blue and white pansies. 

Delta Cool Water Mix    

Delta series are full flowering and make great bedding plants.  

Delta Mix Tricolor    

Mixed pink, blue, and white pastel Pansies. Large flowering mix. 

Delta Premium Mix Cotton Candy    

Popular Delta varieties will give you a jump start on the spring pansy season. With
flowers held upright on short sturdy stems, this series is also extremely weather
tolerant. Delta Premium varieties have been improved for uniformity of plant habit
and flowering window across the range of colors.

Delta Premium True Blue    

The Pansy Delta True Blue, 'Viola x wittrockiana', produces true blue flowers that
appear brightly colorful against a green backdrop in bright sunlight. True Blues
unique color that will draw attention in any garden!

Delta True Blue    
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Pure White Pansy. Delta series are full flowering and make great bedding plants.  

Delta White Pure    

Delta series are full flowering and make great bedding plants.  

Delta Yellow Pure    

Place this Pansy Frizzle Sizzle Mix where they will been admired and commented on!
Cool weather gardening can be challenging, but Pansies are known for their hardiness
as well as their beautiful colors. This Pansy mix has a rainbow of colorful, large
blooms that have frilly edges. 

Frizzle Sizzle Mix    

Matrix  Mix pansies are a great choice for early spring or late fall color. Plant Matrix
Mix in full sun or part shade for best flowering results. In some climates, pansies
planted in the fall will over winter and rebloom in the spring! The compact habit
makes pansies an excellent variety for rock gardens!

Matrix Mix    

Mix of large flowered yellows, oranges, and whites. Matrix series boasts large,
thick-petaled, flowers are held beautifully over the foliage on strong, sturdy stems.
Produces more flowers per plant than other pansies to create high-impact landscapes
and containers. 

Matrix Mix Citrus    
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Mixed Pinks, Purples, whites, with dark faces. Large flowering mix. 

Matrix Mix Coastal    

Mix of Orange, Yellow and Whites. Matrix series boasts large, thick-petaled, flowers
are held beautifully over the foliage on strong, sturdy stems. Produces more flowers
per plant than other pansies to create high-impact landscapes and containers. 

Matrix Mix Daffodil    

Short, strong peduncles hold the large, thick-petaled, 3.5" flowers beautifully over the
foliage. Matrix makes high-impact landscapes and containers. More flowers per plant
in landscapes and containers.

Matrix Mix Jewels    

Short, strong peduncles hold the large, thick-petaled, 3.5" flowers beautifully over the
foliage. Matrix makes high-impact landscapes and containers. More flowers per plant
in landscapes and containers. 

Matrix Mix Raspberry    

Matrix TriColor Mix has a clear or pure color on each bloom. Included in this mixture
is a rainbow array including Yellow, Purple,  and Light Blue. Each flower is
approximately 3 inches across and held on a compact stem for better support.
Deadhead old blooms for continued flower production.

Matrix Mix Tricolor    
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An updated version of 'Ultima Morpho' with larger flowers.  Unique pattern and color
combination. 

Matrix Morpheus    

Short, strong peduncles hold the large, thick-petaled, 3.5" flowers beautifully over the
foliage. Matrix makes high-impact landscapes and containers. More flowers per plant
in landscapes and containers.

Matrix Orange    

The Matrix Series of Pansy is a greatly improved variety that grows well for
customers in containers or in the landscape.  This tough selection was
design-engineered for an improved structure that leaves the customer with a plant that
does not stretch and get spindly like some past varieties have.  These plants will reach
a maximum height of around 8 inches at maturity.

Matrix Premium Rose Improved    

Short, strong peduncles hold the large, thick-petaled, 3.5" flowers beautifully over the
foliage. Matrix makes high-impact landscapes and containers. More flowers per plant
in landscapes and containers.

Matrix Purple    

Short, strong peduncles hold the large, thick-petaled, 3.5" flowers beautifully over the
foliage. Matrix makes high-impact landscapes and containers. More flowers per plant
in landscapes and containers. 

Matrix Spring Pink Shades    
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Extra-large flowers on strong, sturdy stems. Produces more flowers per plant than
other pansies to create high-impact landscapes and containers.

Matrix Sunrise    

Matrix pansies are bred to hold up to the weather.  Strong stocky plants and strong
thick flowers stay upright longer through the season.  Use in Garden beds, containers,
hanging baskets and window boxes.
Combines well with other plants for mixed container designs.

Matrix Yellow    

Interesting cross of species has resulted in an outstanding pansy-viola like plant. 
Compact and free flowering the "Panola" definitely has taken the best of two species. 
Heat tolerant plants with consistently rounded flowers.  Mounded plant habit. 

Panola True Blue    

Each one of these mid-size blooms features a unique "cat face" pattern - in mass
plantings, they really grab attention! Until F1 hybrid Whiskers arrived, this flower
design could only be found on field-grown open-pollinated pansy mixes. 

Whiskers Purple & White    

Each one of these mid-size blooms features a unique "cat face" pattern - in mass
plantings, they really grab attention! Until F1 hybrid Whiskers arrived, this flower
design could only be found on field-grown open-pollinated pansy mixes. 

Whiskers Yellow    
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This petunia has blooms in pink, plum and purple shades with a light edge. A great
statement plant for mixed containers. 

Crazytunia Cosmic Pink    

Petunia xPetunia    

Bold, star shaped large flowering Petunia in deep purple with a white edge. Trailing
habit. 

Crazytunia Cosmic Violet    

Vibrant pink flowered petunia with yellow star in the center of the bloom. Trailing
habit. 

Crazytunia Pink Flamingo    

Crazytunia Razzmatazz has a mounding trailing habit. The plant is covered in red and
yellow bicolor blooms. 

Crazytunia Razzmatazz    

Double flowers in a dark velvety blue.

Double Madness Blue    
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Double flowers in hot pink.

Double Madness Pink    

Free-flowering, tightly branched petunias.  Weather tolerant plants are great in the
garden.  

Dreams Sky Blue    

Fast-growing plants bloom freely all season in landscapes and containers without
cutting back, and tolerate both heat and cooler conditions very well.Flower-filled
plants grow a little more mounded than original Wave, with a more controlled spread.

Easy Wave Burgundy Velour    

The Easy Wave series offers you the same excellent Wave petunia performance with a
slightly more mounding habit. Use Easy Wave petunias in garden beds or containers,
alone or combined with Wave petunias or other sun-loving plants. 

Easy Wave Red    

The Easy Wave series offers you the same excellent Wave petunia performance with a
slightly more mounding habit. Use Easy Wave petunias in garden beds or containers,
alone or combined with Wave petunias or other sun-loving plants. 

Easy Wave White    
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Deep purple/blue petunia with a mounding branching habit. 

FotoFinish Blue    

Deep burgundy petunia with a mounding branching habit. 

FotoFinish Burgundy    

This medium-vigor, mounded petunia is early flowering for a fast finish and features
a dramatic color range. Unique purple/magenta speckled blossoms. 

Headliner Electric Purple Sky    

This medium-vigor, mounded petunia boasts early flowering for a fast finish and a
dramatic color range. Unique purple speckled blossoms. 

Headliner Night Sky    

This medium-vigor, mounded petunia boasts early flowering for a fast finish and a
dramatic color range. Unique pink speckled blossoms. 

Headliner Pink Sky    
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This mounded petunia boasts early flowering for a fast finish and a dramatic color
range.

Headliner Raspberry Swirl    

Mounding Petunia has large red blooms with white speckles. Great for landscape or
containers. 

Headliner Strawberry Sky    

Combines large flower size with multiflora flower show to make impressive display
in pots, beds and mass plantings all season until frost. Red with a white throat. 

Madness Red Morn    

Combines large flower size with multiflora flower show to make impressive display
in pots, beds and mass plantings all season until frost. 

Madness Simply Salmon    

Combines large flower size with multiflora flower show to make impressive display
in pots, beds and mass plantings all season until frost. 

Madness Waterfall Mix    
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Combines large flower size with multiflora flower show to make impressive display
in pots, beds and mass plantings all season until frost. 

Madness White    

Large light yellow blooms. Plants have a mounding, branching habit. 

Madness Yellow    

Mambo Petunias have large flowers (2-3") on smaller plants, making them a great
choice for tight spaces and containers. Mounding/branching habit. 

Mambo Deep Purple    

Mambo Petunias have large flowers (2-3") on smaller plants, making them a great
choice for tight spaces and containers. Mounding/branching habit. 

Mambo Pink    

Mambo Petunias have large flowers (2-3") on smaller plants, making them a great
choice for tight spaces and containers. Mounding/branching habit. 

Mambo Plum    
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Mambo Petunias have large flowers (2-3") on smaller plants, making them a great
choice for tight spaces and containers. Mounding/branching habit. 

Mambo Rose Vein    

Mambo Petunias have large flowers (2-3") on smaller plants, making them a great
choice for tight spaces and containers. Mounding/branching habit. 

Mambo Silver Blue    

Mambo Petunias have large flowers (2-3") on smaller plants, making them a great
choice for tight spaces and containers. Mounding/branching habit. 

Mambo White    

Sophistica collection Petunias have a mounded, upright habit with interesting flower
colors and large blooms. 

Sophistica Antique Shades    

Sophistica collection Petunias have a mounded, upright habit with interesting flower
colors and large blooms. 

Sophistica Blackberry    
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Sophistica collection Petunias have a mounded, upright habit with interesting flower
colors and large blooms. 

Sophistica Lime Green    

Extremely free-flowering Petunia; spreads less vigorously than most Supertunia

Best Seller, Award Winner, Heat Tolerant, Deadheading Not Necessary, Drought
Tolerant

Supertunia Bermuda Beach    

Always reliable variety, great flexible, ball-shaped plants that become engulfed in
blooms.  A standby variety in Europe.  

Supertunia Blue Veined    

Supertunia petunias are vigorous with slightly mounded habits that function as both
fillers and spillers in containers.  They are also excellent landscape plants, best suited
to be placed near the front of beds. Bordeaux is a light purple Supertunia with dark
veining. 

Supertunia Bordeaux    

Daybreak Charm is a bright pink petunia with a yellow throat. 

Supertunia Daybreak Charm    
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Supertunia Honey is a vigorous grower with a slightly mounded habits and cheerful
honey yellow blooms. It can function as both a filler and spiller in containers.  They
are also excellent landscape plants, best suited to be placed near the front of beds. 
They have medium to large sized flowers.

Supertunia Honey    

Supertunia petunias are vigorous with slightly mounded habits that function as both
fillers and spillers in containers.  They are also excellent landscape plants, best suited
to be placed near the front of beds.  Smaller flowered variety. Pale yellow with a
darker yellow vein

Supertunia Limoncello    

White and pink blooms cover this trailing Petunia. Star pattern adds interest to this
exciting new Petunia!

Supertunia Lovie Dovie    

Supertunia Mini Vista petunias are vigorous with slightly mounded habits that
function as both fillers and spillers in containers.  They are also excellent landscape
plants best suited to be placed near the front of beds.  They have small flowers.

Supertunia Mini Vista Hot Pink    

This Supertunia is a cheerful mix of white and pink. Supertunia petunias are vigorous
with slightly mounded habits that function as both fillers and spillers in containers. 
They are also excellent landscape plants, best suited to be placed near the front of
beds.  They have medium to large sized flowers.

Supertunia Mini Vista Pink Star    
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Supertunia Violet Star Charm petunias are mounded with purple and white blossoms,
but will also spill over the edges of containers.  They are great container plants and
will function as both spillers and fillers in combination planters.  They are incredibly
good landscape plants, best used at the front of beds.

Supertunia Mini Vista Violet Star    

Supertunia petunias are vigorous with slightly mounded habits that function as both
fillers and spillers in containers.  They are also excellent landscape plants, best suited
to be placed near the front of beds.  They have medium to large sized flowers.

Supertunia Persimmon    

Supertunia petunias are vigorous with slightly mounded habits that function as both
fillers and spillers in containers.  They are also excellent landscape plants, best suited
to be placed near the front of beds.  They have medium to large sized flowers. Pink
and white blooms. 

Supertunia Raspberry Rush    

A true red trailing Petunia. Great for containers, beds, or hangers. 

Supertunia Really Red    

Deep magenta all the way through the flower.   Thrives in full sun, covered with
flowers and very vigorous trailing habit.  Low maintenance - plants clean themselves. 

Supertunia Royal Magenta    
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Royal Velvet supertunia is close to being day length neutral.  Blooms all season long
on vigorous plants in a fantastic dark purple. 

Supertunia Royal Velvet    

Lemon yellow supertunia with a trailing habit. 

Supertunia Saffron Finch    

Supertunia Trailing petunias are very strongly trailing, with very little height.  They
will function as spillers in containers, but are also good as front-of-the-bed plants for
landscapes.  If your goal for hanging baskets or window boxes is to have the plants be
as long as possible, Supertunia Trailing is the best choice.  They have small flowers.

Supertunia Trailing Rose Vein    

Vigorous grower with a mounding habit. They can mound up to 2 feet in a container,
or trail in a hanger or as a landscape plant. 

Supertunia Vista Bubblegum    

Vigorous, mounding plants are perfect landscape fillers; blooms all season; low
maintenance.  Proven Winner Award Winner.

Supertunia Vista Fuchsia    
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Vista Jazzberry is 2024 annual of the year from Proven Winners. Great plant with a
spreading, trailing habit covered in purple/pink flowers. 

Supertunia Vista Jazzberry    

Supertunia Vista petunias are very vigorous, with mounding habits that can reach up
to 2 feet in height in the landscape and will trail over the edges of baskets and
containers up to 4 feet by the end of the season.  They are fantastic landscape plants
and are great in large containers, where they function as both fillers and spillers.  In
garden beds, they will work either in the front or middle of the bed.  They have
medium-sized flowers.

Supertunia Vista Silverberry    

Supertunia Vista petunias are very vigorous, with mounding habits that can reach up
to 2 feet in height in the landscape and will trail over the edges of baskets and
containers up to 4 feet by the end of the season.  They are fantastic landscape plants
and are great in large containers, where they function as both fillers and spillers.  In
garden beds, they will work either in the front or middle of the bed.  They have
medium-sized flowers.

Supertunia Vista Snowdrift    

Cascading habit makes this soft lavender-blue Petunia great for hanging baskets.

Surfinia Heavenly Blue    

AAS Winner.  Wave Blue spreading petunia is a 2003 All-America Selections winner
and a Fleuroselect Gold Medal Winner. Proof positive of tremendous outdoor
performance across North America and Europe! 

Wave Blue    
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Ground cover habit creates a solid carpet of creeping foliage.

Wave Pink    

Wave has set the standard for petunia landscape performance and continues to
transform gardens around the globe. Pro landscapers and home gardeners alike choose
low-growing, wide-spreading Wave varieties for every sunny setting: gardens,
baskets, large color bowls and more. 

Wave Purple    

New - the first ever F1 Hybrid Phlox.  Much better vigor than other annual phlox,
with superior, fuller, more floriferous plants.  Masses of vividly colored flowers
throughout the season, including bright crimson, scarlet, coral, blue, white and
complimentary eyed and bi-colored selections. 

21st Century Phlox    

Phlox hybridaPhlox    

Great in containers and landscapes, this phlox hybrid blooms all summer with no
deadheading required!

Intensia Blueberry    

This red hot Phlox joins the Intensia series in 2018, making a complete red white and
blue series! Plant together for a patriotic mix, or use separately.

Intensia Red Hot    
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Plants covered with blooms all summer and fall.  Rounded plants are vigorous and
free-flowering.  Cascading habit and cold tolerance.  A great addition to a hanging
basket, mixed pot or for the front of the border.  

Intensia White    

Free flowering cultivar offers a blend of warm rich shades.  Lilac, blue, pink, rose,
cerise, geranium, buff, buttercream and white.  Solid colors and intricate bi-colors. 
Honey-like meadow sweet fragrance.  Full Sun.

Tapestry    

Our favorite alpine poppy from seed.  Flowers are papery thin, almost crepe-like and
come in a mix of pastel colors and bright reds and pinks.  

Champagne Bubbles    

Papaver nudicaulePoppy    

Incredible double blooms - blooms profusely.  Stems should be cut underwater and
seared for best results.  Short vase life, but very stunning.

Shirley Double Mix    

The Happy Hour series is mounding with narrow, green leaves and uniform flowering
among the collection. Butterflies and hummingbirds flock to the bright colors. Flower
will close at night and during cloudy days. Is at home when placed in a hot, dry place
such as a border along a driveway or sidewalk. Can also be used in rock gardens,
walls, containers, or as a mass planting in the garden.  As long as it is exposed to the
sun and can avoid wet feet, you should be good to go. 

Happy Hour Fuchsia    

Portulaca grandifloraPortulaca    
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The Happy Hour series is mounding with narrow, green leaves and uniform flowering
among the collection. Butterflies and hummingbirds flock to the bright colors. Flower
will close at night and during cloudy days. Is at home when placed in a hot, dry place
such as a border along a driveway or sidewalk. Can also be used in rock gardens,
walls, containers, or as a mass planting in the garden.  As long as it is exposed to the
sun and can avoid wet feet, you should be good to go. 

Happy Hour Lemon    

Portulaca 'Happy Hour Mix' is a well branched, mounding, heat loving annual that
gives a great show all summer. Bring on the heat and watch this summer favorite go
bloom crazy with its large, semi double flowers that come in a array of colors such as
white, pink, orange, & yellow.

Happy Hour Mix    

The Happy Hour series is mounding with narrow, green leaves and uniform flowering
among the collection. Butterflies and hummingbirds flock to the bright colors. Flower
will close at night and during cloudy days. Is at home when placed in a hot, dry place
such as a border along a driveway or sidewalk. Can also be used in rock gardens,
walls, containers, or as a mass planting in the garden.  As long as it is exposed to the
sun and can avoid wet feet, you should be good to go. 

Happy Hour Orange    

These vibrant, large blooms thrive in hot and arid conditions, functioning as a
flowering succulent. Use these plants with full trailing habits in landscapes, baskets
and mixed containers.

Portogrande Magenta    

Large orange blooms cover this trailing succulent plant all season long. Heat and
drought tolerant, this plant makes a great addition to full sun hanging baskets,
containers, or landscape plantings.  

Portogrande Orange    
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Pink and yellow bicolor flowers cover this trailing succulent plant all season long.
Heat and drought tolerant, this plant makes a great addition to full sun hanging
baskets, containers, or landscape plantings. 

Portogrande Raspberry Lemonade    

These vibrant, large blooms thrive in hot and arid conditions, functioning as a
flowering succulent. Use these plants with full trailing habits in landscapes, baskets
and mixed containers.

Portogrande Scarlet    

These vibrant, large blooms thrive in hot and arid conditions, functioning as a
flowering succulent. Use these plants with full trailing habits in landscapes, baskets
and mixed containers.

Portogrande Yellow    

Extra-dwarf plant habit with small leaves.  Flowers are large, fully double, on short
sturdy stems.  

Bloomingdale mix    

Ranunculus asiaticusRanunculus    

Aromatic Native American incense herb.   Dusty gray-green leaves with classic sage
scent.  Looks great in combinations with dark purples, bright yellows.  

White Sage    

Salvia apianaSage    
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This tender perennial blooms from July thru frost, Foliage is a clear bright green. True
blue blooms on black stems. 

Black and Blue    

Salvia guaraniticaSalvia    

Coral and white bicolor flowers. Nice semi-dwarf habit.

Coral Nymph    

This plant is a workhorse! It makes for an amazing feature in the garden as well as an
awesome cut. It just keeps on blooming! It is also well loved by our bee friends and
pollinators!  Great mix of rose, blue, white from summer through early fall. 26-28"
branches. 

Marble Arch Mix    

Tall spikes of violet blue flowers backed by handsome gray-green foliage. This
drought tolerant selection is attractive to bees, butterflies and birds. Grown as a
border annual for quick, bright summer colour.

Rhea    

Salvia Blue Suede Shoes feaures light blue flowers with a black calyx on tough
upright gowing plants that hummingbirds love! Use them as the center thriller in
combinations or in the landscape. Great in mass, borders or speciman.

Rockin' Blue Suede Shoes    
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A great Salvis from Proven Winners. Dark Purple, almost black blooms on a vigorous
plant. Attracts pollinators, makes a great cut flower and is a beautiful addition to
garden beds or large containers. 

Rockin' Deep Purple    

A great Salvia variety from Proven Winners. Fuchsia blooms on a vigrous plant.
Attracts pollinators, makes a great cut flower and is a fantastic addition to containers
or garden beds.  

Rockin' Fuchsia    

Beautiful blue flowers on sturdy, vigorous plants. This Salvia makes a great statement
in containers or as a landscape plant. 

Rockin' Playin' the Blues    

The fourth AAS Winner in the Summer Jewel series of popular AAS Salvia Winners
is the newest in color, Summer Jewel Lavender.  The unique flower color of dusty
lavender purple is a delight in the garden and flower containers as well as a major
attractor of pollinators including bees, butterflies and hummingbirds. An extra bonus
is how much the Goldfinch loves these flower seeds in the fall.  

Summer Jewel Lavender    

Winner of a 2012 All America Selection award, Summer Jewel Pink is a dwarf
annual sage with super-abundant blooms of soft powder pink. 

Summer Jewel Pink    
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The bright red flower spikes are a delight in the garden and flower containers as well
as a major attractor of pollinators including bees, butterflies and hummingbirds.  

Summer Jewel Red    

'Summer Jewel White' blooms two weeks earlier than other white salvias of this type,
with the compact growing, heavy blooming, hummingbird attracting qualities typical
of this extraordinary series. 2015 AAS Bedding Plant Award Winner.

Summer Jewel White    

This salvia is one of the best garden plants you can add to your garden. It will shrug
off heat and humidity and just keep flowering. The flowers are pink to fuchsia with a
black calyx and very deep green foliage. It tops out at about 2 feet, perfectly sized for
containers and great for the front to the middle of beds and as a thriller in pots. 

Unplugged Pink    

Victoria Blue Salvia plants reach 18"-24" tall, with a similar spread. The deep blue
flowers run up and down 8"-10" flower spikes. The foliage is also attractive, being a
grayish-green. This type of ornamental sage blooms all summer long.

Victoria Blue    

Vista series is an exceptional dwarf salvia series producing 12-14" plants with flower
spikes from 4-5" tall.  Outdoor performance is excellent.  Lush green foliage is
maintained throughout the summer.  new for SLF in 1999.

Vista Purple    
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Vista series is an exceptional dwarf salvia series producing 12-14" plants with flower
spikes from 4-5" tall.  Outdoor performance is excellent.  Lush green foliage is
maintained throughout the summer. 

Vista Red    

We're trying this Salmon variety for 2003.  Vista series is an exceptional dwarf salvia
series producing 12-14" plants with flower spikes from 4-5" tall.  Outdoor
performance is excellent.  Lush green foliage is maintained throughout the summer. 

Vista Salmon    

Full, lush, vigorous habit makes this a showstopper for summer containers.  More
compact than other Sanvitalia varieties and it loves hot, dry, abusive weather.  

Sunbini    

Sanvitalia speciosaSanvitalia    

Attractive flowers are great for cutting.  2-3" flowers with long, wirty stems.  Shades
of lilac, scarlet, dark red, rose, blue and violet.  A great cut flower that we have grown
in our cutting garden for years. 

Olympia Mix F1    

Scabiosa atropurpureaScabiosa    

Sturdier and more upright than other Scabiosa. 1 1/2-2 1/2" blooms are salmon red,
dark blue, and salmon pink. Heat tolerant plants. Sturdy stems makes a great cut
flower. 

QIS Formula Mix    
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Star-shaped seed pods.  Pincushion type flowers give way to intricate, round seed
heads.  

Starflower    

More is better, especially when it's more flowers that bloom longer than other
Scaevola varieties. Besides fantastic, deep blue color, `WhirlwindT Blue' also has the
characteristic Whirlwind compact, well-branched habit, and ability to tolerate a range
of conditions. 

Whirlwind Blue    

Scaevola x.Scaevola    

Whorls of mid-pink blooms on heat and drought resistant plants. Pair with another
color of Whirlwind Scaevola for a low-maintenance combination. Trails up to 24". 

Whirlwind Pink    

Strong plant is very durable and loves sun and heat.  Blooms all summer and through
the fall.  Cascading/trailing habit works well with mixed containers, in beds, over
rock walls, in window boxes and on and on.  

Whirlwind White    

The spikey chartreuse foliage looks like it would be tough and prickly, but is actually
quite soft and "petable." It is wonderful in landscapes and is an outstanding container
plant, where it will fall over the edge of containers. It loves heat and can tolerate dry
soils, although average moisture will keep it looking fresh. Lemon Coral is grown for
its lovely foliage, although if you are lucky it may bloom as well.

Lemon Coral    

Sedum xSedum    
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Senetti thrives in cool temperatures and provides high colour impact early in the
season. Senetti is available in a wide range of colors such as vivid blues, magentas,
violets and stunning bicolors. Senetti is unique in its re-blooming ability. Flowers
bloom from early spring until summer.

Senetti Magenta Bicolor    

Pericallis xSenetti    

Senetti thrives in low temperatures and provides high colour impact early in the
season. Senetti is available in a wide range of colors such as vivid blues, magentas,
violets and stunning bicolors. Senetti is unique in its re-blooming ability. Flowers
bloom from early spring until summer.

Senetti Super Blue    

Curio ficoides 'Mount Everest' is an attractive succulent with upright stems that bear
thick fleshy blue-green leaves covered with a waxy coating.

Mount Everest    

Curio ficoidesSkyscraper Senecio    

AAS Winner.  One of our favorite series for cut flowers. This mix grows on tall,
sturdy stems.  

Rocket Mix    

Antirrhinum majusSnapdragon    

Great cut flower or for the mid-back of the border.  Unique color.  Used in our cut
flower gardens.  

Rocket Orchid    
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The unrivalled king of the Tall Snaps, Rocket boasts big, densely-packed plumes atop
vigorous 2 1/2- to 3-foot plants, glowing with dazzling white flowers in cool, sunny
weather! The more you cut, the more you get with this very floriferous performer, and
the flowers emit a rich, spicy scent you will love in the garden or the vase!  Nice in
the middle of the border.

Rocket White    

Medium height snapdragons. Great for bedding or containers. 

Sonnet Burgundy    

Medium height red snapdragon, great for containers or garden beds. 

Sonnet Carmine    

Medium height snapdragons. Great for bedding or containers. 

Sonnet Mix    

Medium height snaps.  Makes a nice cut flower

Sonnet Pink    
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Medium height snaps. Makes a nice cut flower. 

Sonnet White    

Medium height snaps.

Sonnet Yellow    

A Fantastic Flowers and Cool Season Thrivers selection! Very fragrant blooms of
intense magenta with gold "bee" are produced continuously under cool conditions,
making this an excellent Winter bedding plant. Better heat tolerance and longer
season performance than other cool-season crops. Upright and well-branched with a
14 to 16-in. (35 to 40-cm) garden height and 12 to 14-in. (30 to 35-cm) spread. 

Enchantment    

Linaria hybridusSpurred Snapdragon    

Mixed dwarf Linaria in Pink, Blue, Rose, White, and Yellow. Early blooming and
cold tolerant. 

Fantasia Mix    

Excellent uniformity.  Strong stems support full flower heads of superior quality.  Use
fresh or dried in arrangements.  

Pacific Strains Mix    

Limonium sinuatumStatice    
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Fresca is an everbearing strawberry that produces delicious 1" fruit all summer long. 

Fresca    

Fragaria vescaStrawberry    

Great as cut flowers fresh or dried.  Nice mounding habit.  

Bikini Mix    

Helichrysum bracteatumStrawflower    

Drought tolerant, Heat tolerant, sandy soil tolerant, frost
tolerant to 30F with minimal damage, so good for extending season both in spring and
in fall. Somewhat salt tolerant.
Goes great with: Coleus Royal Glissade, Intensia Phlox, Superbells Calibrachoa, any
annuals or perennials where silver foliage can act as an accent. Best in bright full sun
conditions! 

Flambe Yellow    

These pollen-free plants do not. aggravate allergies and there is no messy pollen to
drop. The 3 to 4-in. (7 to 10-cm), sunny golden-coloured blooms

Miss Sunshine    

Helianthus annusSunflower    

Exquisite, deep burgundy petals surround an ebony center. A pollenless, branching
variety with 3-6" blooms that are a hit with everyone. ht. 60-80"

Rouge Royale    
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AAS Winner and Fleuroselect Quality winner.  New for 2000.  Single 6" flowers are
orange.  Great for cut flowers.  

Soraya    

Sunfinity boasts continuous branching and blooming all season long and keeps on
growing long after traditional single-stem sunflowers have bloomed and died.
Throughout the season, you can even cut Sunfinity's flowers and bring them into your
home to enjoy. They leave no messy pollen on your tables and will keep for about a
week in tap water.

Sunfinity    

Produces no pollen, excellent cut flower.  6-8" blooms on 3' plants. Non-branching. 
early.

Sunrich Lemon    

Produces no pollen.  Excellent cut flower.  early season, single stem.  

Sunrich Orange    

Best for cutting - sweet scented, ruffled edges in soft pastel colors. It needs to be
trellised so it is great for fences and arbors.  

Mammoth Mixed    

Lathyrus odoratusSweet Pea    
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Dark , rich near-black foliage.  Sweet potato vine - great for use in mixed containers
as an accent plant.  Unique leaf shape and shading creates a wonderful background or
interspersed planting.  "Potatoes" can be saved from year to year, (treat like a dahlia
tuber).  

Blackie    

Ipomea batatasSweet Potato Vine    

very compact, dense, lacy foliage, strong mounding habit

Illusion Emerald Lace    

A great foliage component plant in combinations, excellent heat tolerance and good
vigor. Great also as an annual ground cover.

Illusion Midnight Lace    

Unique Chartreuse foliage.  Sweet potato vine - great for use in mixed containers as
an accent plant.  Unique leaf shape and shading creates a wonderful background or
interspersed planting.  "Potatoes" can be saved from year to year, (treat like a dahlia
tuber).  

Margaurite    

Heart shaped black leaves trailing up to 3'. Makes a dramatic accent for hanging
baskets and mixed containers. Full sun. 

Sweet Caroline Jet Black    
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Great foliage component plant in combinations; excellent heat tolerance and vigor.  

Sweet Caroline Light Green    

Lime green foliage, vigorous grower. 

Sweet Caroline Sweetheart Lime    

 Ipomoea 'Sweet Caroline Sweetheart Red' is a vigorous, trailing, Sweet Potato Vine.
The heart shaped foliage and  variation in foliage colors ranging from deep burgundy
to chartreuse make 'Sweet Caroline Sweetheart Red' a unique choice for a trailing
Sweet Potato Vine in your combination planters.

Sweet Caroline Sweetheart Red    

Chartreuse foliage with delicate flowers dancing above adds great interest to Mixed
Containers and landscapes. Low maintenance.

Limon    

Talinum paniculatumTalinum    

The dark-eyed flowers open a rich pink fade into lighter pastel shades as the days
progress producing a multi-colored display from spring to fall.

Sunny Susy Rose Sensation    

Thunbergia alataThunbergia    
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Excellent filler for flower bouquets.  Red, brown-red 1 1/2" daisy-like blooms have
brown tips or brown with yellow tips.  Spidery foliage.  Long bloom period.  Re-seeds
freely.  

Hohe Mix    

Coreopsis tinctoriaTickseed    

Shade tolerant torenia, with it's bright snapdragon-like flowers is a great choice for
containers or hangers. Continuous bloomer, no deadheading required. 

Catalina Gilded Grape    

Torenia xTorenia    

Catalina varieties are high-value plants with an extra helping of heat tolerance and
oversized blooms. They are also among the few varieties that bloom in the shade, and
are a wonderful crop alternative in areas where downy mildew is a concern.

Catalina Grape-o-licious    

A new series that fills hanging baskets and containers with masses of color, and
wonderful as a groundcover in shady areas. 

Catalina Midnight Blue    

Kauai Mix makes a great statement flower for shade. Superior performance in
extreme heat and humidity. Exotic appearance in small garden settings, mixed combos
and colour bowls; also suited to indoor containers.

Kauai Mix    
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Amethyst-colored flowers all season. This is a great low-maintenance, heat tolerant
shade plant. Trails up to 36 inches. 

Summer Wave Blue    

 Wiry stems bear flat panicles of purple flowers all summer long.  Self sows.  Nice cut
flower.  Great for pollinators. Butterflies love this flower!  Self sows readily.

Bonariensis    

Verbena bonariensisVerbena    

All American Selections, and Fleuroselect winner!  Heat and drought tolerant.

Imagination    

Blue verbena with upright habit. These plants flower all summer long. 

Obsession Blue w/ eye    

White verbena with upright habit. These plants flower all summer long. 

Obsession White    
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A delightful combination of pastel shades from apricot to orange. Large flowers that
stay in bloom over a long period.

Peaches & Cream    

Verbena Quartz series offers mounded, compact 10-12" plant habit and tolerance to
mildew.  Lustrous umbels with larger than normal florets give the series an eye
appeal.  

Quartz Mix    

Verbena Quartz series offers mounded, compact 10-12" plant habit and tolerance to
mildew.  Lustrous umbels with larger than normal florets give the series an eye
appeal.  

Quartz Scarlet    

Superbena Verbenas are vigorous and mounded, but will trail over the sides of
containers.  They will function as both spillers and fillers in combination planters and
are best planted at the front of landscape beds. 

Superbena Cobalt    

Superbena Verbenas are vigorous and mounded, but will trail over the sides of
containers.  They will function as both spillers and fillers in combination planters and
are best planted at the front of landscape beds.  

Superbena Pink Cashmere    
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Superbena verbenas are very vigorous with strongly trailing habits  They need
relatively long days to bloom and are difficult to produce in small container sizes. 
They have very large flowers and umbels.  They are great in landscapes and
containers.  In landscapes, they are best used at the front of beds and they function as
spillers in combination planters.  If you are looking for a colorful annual ground
cover, Superbena is a great choice.

Superbena Raspberry    

Superbena Royale verbenas are vigorous and mounded, but will trail over the sides of
containers.  They will function as both spillers and fillers in combination planters and
are best planted at the front of landscape beds.  They will bloom earlier in the season
and more easily produceable in smaller containers than regular Superbena varieties.

Superbena Royale Peachy Keen    

Superbena verbenas are very vigorous with strongly trailing habits  They need
relatively long days to bloom and are difficult to produce in small container sizes. 
They have very large flowers and umbels.  They are great in landscapes and
containers.  In landscapes, they are best used at the front of beds and they function as
spillers in combination planters.  If you are looking for a colorful annual ground
cover, Superbena is a great choice.

Superbena Royale Plum Wine    

Superbena Royale verbenas are vigorous and mounded, but will trail over the sides of
containers.  They will function as both spillers and fillers in combination planters and
are best planted at the front of landscape beds. They will bloom earlier in the season
and more easily produceable in smaller containers than regular Superbena varieties.

Superbena Royale Romance    

Superbena verbenas are very vigorous with strongly trailing habits  They need
relatively long days to bloom and are difficult to produce in small container sizes. 
They have very large flowers and umbels.  They are great in landscapes and
containers.  In landscapes, they are best used at the front of beds and they function as
spillers in combination planters.  If you are looking for a colorful annual ground
cover, Superbena is a great choice.

Superbena Scarlet Star    
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Bicolor white and purple blooms on vigorous, trailing plants. Superbena verbenas are
very vigorous with strongly trailing habits  They need relatively long days to bloom
and are difficult to produce in small container sizes.  They have very large flowers
and umbels.

Superbena Sparkling Amethyst    

Bicolor pink and white flowers on this Superbena. Great performance all summer
long. 

Superbena Sparkling Rose    

Superbena verbenas are very vigorous with strongly trailing habits. Stormburst has a
white and lavender blossom.  They have very large flowers and umbels.  They are
great in landscapes and containers.  In landscapes, they are best used at the front of
beds and they function as spillers in combination planters.  If you are looking for a
colorful annual ground cover, Superbena is a great choice.

Superbena Stormburst    

Superbena verbenas are very vigorous with strongly trailing habits  They need
relatively long days to bloom and are difficult to produce in small container sizes. 
They have very large flowers and umbels.  They are great in landscapes and
containers.  

Superbena Violet Ice    

Superbena verbenas are very vigorous with strongly trailing habits  They need
relatively long days to bloom and are difficult to produce in small container sizes. 
They have very large flowers and umbels.  They are great in landscapes and
containers.  In landscapes, they are best used at the front of beds and they function as
spillers in combination planters.  If you are looking for a colorful annual ground
cover, Superbena is a great choice. A true white Verbena. 

Superbena Whiteout    
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Big blooms and sunny colors that last. Upright habits are perfect for small to
medium-sized containers. 

Tuscany Mix    

Big blooms and peachy color that lasts. Upright habits are perfect for small to
medium-sized containers. 

Tuscany Peach    

Big blooms in violet bicolor that last. Upright habits are perfect for small to
medium-sized containers. Strong garden vigor outlasts other Verbena.

Tuscany Twister Purple Shades    

Beautiful green vinca with pinkish stems. 

Maculata    

Vinca Vinca vine    

Nice trailing vinca with variegated yellow and green leaves. 

Wojo's Jem    
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ColorMax is a giant-flowered viola that is heat tolerant and fills pots easily, even
under heat stress where standard violas suffer. ColorMax is a superb autumn
performer and a great choice to start the season. 

Colormax Yellow Jump Up    

Viola X WittrockianaViola    

Violas are a key pro landscaper item and Sorbet XP excels at every turn: plants cover
the soil at flowering, with more blooms on every plant and less stretching; early; stay
compact in both heat and cold; excellent overwintering; wide range of clear colours
allows for custom mixes. 

Sorbet - Delft Blue    

Hybrid vigor combined with early uniform flowering gives the Sorbets outstanding
performance.  Long season garden use.  Single viola flower, free-flowering in pots or
garden.  Compact plant habit.  

Sorbet - Lemon Chiffon    

Hybrid vigor combined with early uniform flowering gives the Sorbets outstanding
performance.  Long season garden use.  Single viola flower, free-flowering in pots or
garden.  Compact plant habit.  

Sorbet - Mix    

Attractive blue and yellow bicolor. Sorbet XP varieties offer growers a uniform plant
habit. Always considered early bloomers, Sorbet XP's are low growing outdoors and
will remain compact in both heat and cold environments. They are perfect for both
spring and fall plantings. 

Sorbet - Morpho    
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Early-blooming, free-flowering plants remain compact in both heat and cold and have
excellent overwintering ability. 

Sorbet - XP Pink Wing    

Early-blooming, mounded free-flowering plants remain compact in both heat and
cold.

Sorbet - XP True Blue    

Sweetly scented and withstands very cold temperatures. The color pallette is perfect
for both fall and spring. 

Sugar Rush Mix    

Erysimum xWallflower    

This bloom is a tried and true. Easy to grow, lovely in the gardens and is such a giver!
The more blooms you cut from this plant the more it will produce! This mix has a
great range of colors. If I could have them in every row I totally would. They are just
so cheery. Show-stopping giant dahlia-flowered mix.  Densely petaled blooms up to
six inches across in shades of pink, crimson, lavender, carmine, yellow, orange, red
and white.  Excellent vase life.   Vigorous plants hold up well to summer heat.  

Benary's Giant Formula Mix    

Zinnia elegansZinnia    

This beloved, old fashioned zinnia got its name because the sturdy, vigorous plants
bear continuously for months, providing armfuls of sweet, candy-bright flowers to
enjoy both indoors and out. Cut and Come Again blooms in a wonderful color range
that includes cream, salmon, rose pink, scarlet, butter yellow, magenta, crimson and
cheerful orange. The vibrant, many-petaled 2 to 3 inch blooms come in double, single
and semi-double flower forms with centers that open into a circle of golden stars. 

Cut & Come Again    
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Zinnia 'Magellan' are uniform, bushy, free flowering plants that produce large, fully
double blooms of exceptional quality and weather resistance. Ideal when planted in
borders and containers for a knock out display all summer.

Magellan Cherry    

Zinnia 'Magellan' are uniform, bushy, free flowering plants that produce large, fully
double blooms of exceptional quality and weather resistance. Ideal when planted in
borders and containers for a knock out display all summer.

Magellan Coral    

Zinnia 'Magellan' are uniform, bushy, free flowering plants that produce large, fully
double blooms of exceptional quality and weather resistance. Ideal when planted in
borders and containers for a knock out display all summer.

Magellan Mix    

Zinnia 'Magellan' are uniform, bushy, free flowering plants that produce large, fully
double blooms of exceptional quality and weather resistance. Ideal when planted in
borders and containers for a knock out display all summer.

Magellan Pink    

Zinnia 'Magellan' are uniform, bushy, free flowering plants that produce large, fully
double blooms of exceptional quality and weather resistance. Ideal when planted in
borders and containers for a knock out display all summer.

Magellan Salmon    
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Zinnia 'Magellan' are uniform, bushy, free flowering plants that produce large, fully
double blooms of exceptional quality and weather resistance. Ideal when planted in
borders and containers for a knock out display all summer.  

Magellan Scarlet    

Zinnia 'Magellan' are uniform, bushy, free flowering plants that produce large, fully
double blooms of exceptional quality and weather resistance. Ideal when planted in
borders and containers for a knock out display all summer.

Magellan Yellow    

Mazurkia is a striking bi-color zinnia add both interest and texture to mixed bouquets.
The double 3" flowers produce scarlet petals tipped with cream. The strong plants
exhibit excellent branching allowing multiple cuts. 25-30 Height: 25-30", 12-15"
spread. 

Mazurkia    

A lovely pale pinky-orange from the extremely versatile and popular 'Profusion'
series.  These zinnias are great in the landscape and gardens due to their continuous
flowering, lack of mildew and hardy plant habit.  

Profusion Apricot    

Profusion Cherry is a bright cherry red from the extremely versatile and popular
'Profusion' series.  These zinnias are great in the landscape and gardens due to their
continuous flowering, lack of mildew and hardy plant habit.  

Profusion Cherry    
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This award winner features rich rose, double petalled blooms which cover flower
continuously from spring through frost. The bright color does not fade, even under
high temperatures. Like all Profusion, 'Double Hot Cherry' is easy to grow as it is
self-cleaning, disease resistant and grows well in a wide range of climates, including
areas with high night temperatures. The flowers can grow 2.5 to 3  inches in diameter

 and plants grow 8 to 14 inches tall and 24 inches wide.

Profusion Double Cherry Hot    

A mix of all the colors in the very versatile Zinnia Profusion series.  Great in full sun
- can take dry conditions.  

Profusion Mix    

A bright, cheerful orange from the extremely versatile and popular 'Profusion' series. 
These zinnias are great in the landscape and gardens due to their continuous
flowering, lack of mildew and hardy plant habit.  

Profusion Orange    

Another in the winning 'Profusion' series of zinnias.  Very tolerant of garden
conditions and dry spots.  

Profusion White    

This one is a sure winner. State Fair Mix has jumbo 5" flowers, a wide range of colors
and tall, robust plants. Colors include red, yellow, orange, purple, pink, white and
bicolors. Disease resistant with terrific sun and heat tolerance.

State Fair    
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Double Zahara blooms are fully double and are larger than the competition. Cooler
temperatures accentuate the rose; as flowers age and under more heat, the white
comes out more.

Zahara Double Raspberry Ripple    

Double yellow! Zinnias are summer stalwarts: never failing to deliver on gorgeous
color, radiant personality, and proven hardiness. 

Zahara Double Yellow    

A Hot Summer Survivors selection!
This all-new disease-tolerant, heat-loving series has 20% larger flowers in stronger
colours than the market leader - including a triple play of the first Yellow, the first
Scarlet and the first well-balanced Mixture in a zinnia of this type! Once established
in the ground, drought-tolerant Zahara has very low water needs.

Zahara Mix    

A Hot Summer Survivors selection!
This all-new disease-tolerant, heat-loving series has 20% larger flowers in stronger
colours than the market leader - including a triple play of the first Yellow, the first
Scarlet and the first well-balanced Mixture in a zinnia of this type! Once established
in the ground, drought-tolerant Zahara has very low water needs.

Zahara Scarlet    

A Hot Summer Survivors selection!
This all-new disease-tolerant, heat-loving series has 20% larger flowers in stronger
colours than the market leader - including a triple play of the first Yellow, the first
Scarlet and the first well-balanced Mixture in a zinnia of this type! Once established
in the ground, drought-tolerant Zahara has very low water needs.

Zahara Yellow    
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This bright little mixture features 1-1/2 to 2" fully double flowers on extra-dwarf,
well-branched plants. The globe-shaped plant habit, along with the bright clean
colors, make this zinnia mix ideal for garden borders, containers and window boxes.

Zinnita    


